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P7 V7 T7 Post Crisis
The gauges are flashing different levels…fuel dropping, no, it’s rising.
Speed…falling….75,000…22….MIC? Status update?
Insufficient information. O2 at 20% Is there anything you need?
The lights are flickering. There has to be damage to the ship. We’re
tumbling. We’re definitely off course. I’ve checked the sensors, speed
gauges…everything is flashing different readings. The others are all over the
place too. The fuel gauge is reading one third then almost full then back to a
third again. I can’t trust anything!
Blabbit…bahara…monet…supreme…volume…override…override
(Oli happy for this to be code rather than words)
No! MIC! What does that mean? Don’t you break down on me now!
Blebbit
I have to sort this alone. MIC is giving the wrong information. I can’t even
make out what he’s saying.
I’m switching to manual. I press to select. Confirm.
Blebbewwwww……….
The lights are still flickering. I can’t stop shaking.
Think. Come on, Tazz. De-pressurisation? OK, so how will I know?
Check each window? I can’t see the sides of the ship. What can I do to make
things better? No point worrying about damage. I wish I knew, but I’m not
going to know. Just a second, if we were really depressurising, things would
be sucked towards the source. And I’d have about 10 seconds to live…which
is already up.
My pulse is racing. I’m sweating. I don’t know if I’m cold or hot. Calm down.
Think of the next step. Breathe……
I have to sort out the rolling, get back on course. It’s risky if one side of the
spaceship stays too long in glare of the sun. I’ll have to do a controlled burn
to get back on my flight path.
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How do I know which are the correct readouts?
I’m shuddering. If the air con fans stopped working, does that mean there
isn’t enough fuel to power the ship? And what about the fans? CO2
suffocation?
Eliminate unhelpful thoughts. Stop worrying about the fuel. Do the things
you can do.

